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Abstract 

In  this  paper, g-multiplicative spaces are introduced to get a topology of g-open sets. 

Compactness, countably compactness, sequentially compactness, connectedness, Separation 

Axioms and Countability Axioms are generalized via g-open  sets. Generalization of extreme 

value theorem in g-compact spaces and Generalization of Intermediate value theorem in g-

connected spaces are discussed.Further Urysohn’s lemma,Urysohn’s Metrization Theorem 

and Tietze Extension Theorem are generalized via g-closed sets in g- multiplicative spaces. 
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__________________________________________________________________________ 

1. Introduction  and Preliminaries: 

N. Levine [2]introduced a new class of generalized g-closed sets in a topological space in 

1970.In this paper Compactness, countably compactness, sequentially compactness, 

connectedness, Separation Axioms and Countability Axioms are generalized via g-closed 

sets. Generalization of extreme value theorem in g-compact spaces and Generalization of 

Intermediate value theorem in g-connected spaces are discussed.Further Urysohn’s 

lemma,Urysohn’s Metrization Theorem and Tietze Extension Theorem are generalized via g-

closed sets in g- multiplicative spaces. 

Throughout this paper X and Y represent topological spaces  on which no separation axioms 

are assumed unless otherwise mentioned. For a subset A of space X, cl(A) and int(A) denote 

the closure of A and interior of A.   

Definition1.1[2]:Let (X,) be a topological space. A subset A of X is called generalized 

closed or g-closed if cl(A)  U whenever A  U and ‘U’ is open in X.The complements of g-
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closed setare said to be  g-open. The class of all g-open sets in X will be denoted by  

GO(X,).The class of all g-closed sets in X will be denoted by GC(X,). 

Remark.1.2 [2]:1)and X  are g-open in any topological space (X,).2)Every closed sets is g-

closed but the converse is not true 3)Union of two g-closed sets is g-closed.4) Arbitrary union 

of g-closed sets need not be g-closed4) Intersection of g-closed sets need not be g-closed. 

GO(X) is not a topology in X. 

2.g-multiplicative spaces 

Definition 2.1:A topological space (X,) is defined to be  

1)g-finitely multiplicative if finite intersection g-closed sets is g-closed. 

2)g-countably multiplicative if countable intersection g-closed sets is g-closed. 

3)g-multiplicative if arbitrary ntersection of g-closed sets is g-closed. 

4)g-countably additive if countable union of  g-closed sets is g-closed. 

5)g- additive  if arbitrary union  of g-closed sets is g-closed. 

Example2.2:Any indiscrete space (X,) is  g-additive ,g-countably additive ,g-

multiplicative,g-finitely multiplicative,g-countably multiplicative. 

Example 2.3: Any infinite set with finite complement topology is not g-additive,not 

countably g-additive,g-multiplicative,g-countably multiplicative,countably multiplicative, 

 g-finitely multiplicative- 

Remark 2.4 :1)g- additive g-countably additive  2)g-multiplicativeg-countably 

multiplicative g-finitely multiplicative 

Remark 2.5 :If (X,) is g-multiplicative then GO(X) is a topology in X. 

Definition 2.6: A space (X, ) is said to be g-discrete space if every subset is g-open. 

Note 2.7:Every discrete topological space is g-discrete since every open set is g-open.But 

the converse  need not to be true. 

Example 2.8:An indiscrete space (X, ) is g-discrete but not discrete. Since in this space all  

subsets are g-open but not open. 

Definition 2.9: For a subset  A in a topological space (X,) , define g-closure of A and  

g-interior of A as follows:1)gcl(A)= intersection of all g-closed sets containing A and  

2)gint(A) = union of all g-open sets contained in A. 

Remark 2.10:1)Since intersection of g-closed sets need not be g-closed  gcl(A)need not be g- 

closed.  2)If A is g-closed then gcl(A) = A.  3)But A = gcl(A) does not imply A is  

g-closed. 3)If (X,) is g-multiplicative then  gcl(A) is g-closed. 4)If (X,) is g-multiplicative  
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then gcl(A) = A  A is g-closed.5)Since union of g-open sets need not be g-open, gint(A)  

need not be g-open.6) If A is g-open then gint(A) = A. 7)But A = gint(A) need not imply A is  

g-open. 8)If (X,)is g-multiplicative then  A = gint(A) A is g-open. 

Definition 2.11:Let (X,) be a topological space. Every g-open set containing x is called 

g-neighbourhood of X.. 

Definition 2.12:If A is a subset of a topological space X and x is a point of X, we say that x 

is a g-limit point of A if every g-neighhourhood of x intersects A in some point other than x. 

Theorem 2.13:Let A be a subset of a topological space X. Let A be the set of all g-limit 

points of A. Then gcl(A) = A A’. 

Proof: Let x  A.Suppose x gcl(A), there exists a g-closed set F containing A and  x  F. 

Then (X –F) is g-open set containing x and (X-F)  A =  which is contradiction.xgcl(A)  

On the other hand,  Let x gcl(A).If  x A then gcl(A)  A A.If x A then  xgcl(A) 

every g-closed set containing A contains x.x AHence  gcl(A)  A Agcl(A) = A A 

Definition2.14:[2]Let X and Y be topological spaces.A function  f : (X,) (Y,) is said to be: 

1)g-continuous if f
-1

(A) is g-closed in X whenever A is closed in Y. 2)g-irresolute if f
-1

 (A) is 

g-closed whenever A is g-closed in Y.3)strongly g-continuous if f
-1

(A) is closed whenever A 

is g-closed in y.4)g-closed (respectively g-open) if A is closed (respectively open) in X 

f(A) is g-closed (respectively open) in Y.5)resolute if A is g-closed in X  f(A) is g-closed 

in Y. 

Remark 2.15:Let X and Y be topological spaces and f : (X, )  (Y,) be a function . Then 

1)If is f continuous  f is g-continuous.2)f is closed f is g-closed.3)f is strongly g-

continuous  f is g-continuous.4. f is g-irresolute  f is g-continuous.6.f is g-closed  f is 

g-open. 

Definition 2.16:A map f :(X,)  (Y,) is said to be a g-homeomorphism if 1). f is 1-1and  

onto 2) f is g-irresolute and g-resolute.  

Definition 2.2.4:A property of a topological space is said to be g-topological property if it is 

preserved under g-homeomorphism. 

3: Generalization of extreme value theorem in g-compact spaces and Generalization of 

Intermediate value theorem in g-connected spaces 

Definition3.1:A space X is said to be g-compact if every g-open covering A of X contains       

finite subcollection that also covers X.A  subset Y of X is said to be  g-compact  if every 

covering A of Y with g-open sets in X contain a finite subcollection that also covers X.  
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Note  3.2:1)g-compactnesscompactness2) g-continuous image of g-compact space is 

compact(follows from definition.) 

Example 3.3: 1) An infinite indiscrete space (X,τ) is compact ,but not g-compact since 

{ {x} / xX } is a g-open cover which has no finite subcover. 

2))Any finite space is g-compact. 3)Let (X, τ) be an infinite , finite complement topological    

space.Here GO(X) ={,X, A | A
c
 – finite}.Let  }{G be a g-open cover for X and 0

be arbitrary.Then
0

G is g-open in X 
0

GX  is finite.Let },,....,,{ 210 nxxxGX   where  

each 
i

Gxi  for some i .Let  },...,,,{ 210 no  Then
i

GGX
n

i


10 
 X is g- 

compact. 

     Theorem 3.4:A g-closed subset of g-compact space is g-compact, 

 Proof :Let A be g-closed subset of a g-compact space  (X,τ).Let  {Uα} αΔ  be a g- open 

cover     for A. Then{  {Uα} αΔ  ,(x-A) } is a g-open cover for X. Since X  is g-compact there 

exists        n ,...,, 21  such that 
n

UUUUA   ....
321

which proves that A is g-

compact.  

 Theorem3.5(Generalization of extreme value theorem  ) 3.5: 

 Let f :X Y be g-continuous where Y is an ordered set in the ordered topology. If X is g-

compact then there exists c and d in X such thatf(c)f(x)f(d) for every x X. 

Proof: We know that, g-continuous image of g-compact space is compact. A = f(X) is 

compact.Suppose A has no largest element then {(-, a) / a A} forms an open cover for A. 

Since  A is compact it has a finite sub cover. A  (-, a1)  (-, a2)….(-, an) 

Let a = max{a1, a2 ….an}, then A  (-, a)which is a contradiction  to a A but a  (-, a). 

A has a largest element M.Similarly, it can be proved that it has the smallest element ‘m’.  

  There existsc and d in X such that  f(c) = m, f(d) = M andf(c)  f(x)  f(d)   xX. 

Definition 3.6:A collection C of  subsets  of  X  is  said  have  finite  intersection  property, if 

for every finite sub collection },....,,{ 21 nCCC of C, the intersection   nCCC ....21

Theorem 3.7:Let X be a topological space. Then X is g-compact  every collection  C  of  g-

closed sets in X having the finite intersection property the intersection c CC of all the 

elements of C is non empty. 

Proof:Follows from definition of g-compact space by taking intersection of g-open cover of 

X. 
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Note 3.8:Let C1 C2 C3.... Cn  Cn+1 ….be a nested sequence of b-closed sets in a b-

compact space X. If each Cn is nonempty then C = {Cn} has finite intersection property.   

Hence Cn    by above theorem.  

Definition 3.9:A topological space (X,) is said to be g-countably compact if every countable 

g-open covering of A has a finite sub cover. 

Example 3.10: 1)An infinite ,finite complement topological space is g-countably compact. 

2)A countably infinite indiscrete topological space is not g-countably compact, because {{x}/x 

X} is a countable g-open cover, which has no finite sub cover. 

Remark3.11:Every g-compact space is g-countably compact. 

Proof :It is obvious from definition. 

Theorem 3.12: In a g-countably compact topological space every infinite subset has a g-limit 

point. 

Proof:Let (X, ) be g-countably compact. Suppose there exists an infinite subset A which has 

no g-limit point.Let B = {xn} be a countable subset of A. Since B has no g-limit point, there 

exists a g-neighbourhood Un of nx such that  BUn = {xn}. Now {Un} is a g-open cover for 

B.  B
C
 is g-open, {B

c
, {Un}nZ+} is a countable g-open cover for X.But it has no finite sub 

cover which is a contradiction to the fact that X is g-countably compact.So every infinite 

subset of X  has a g-limit point. 

Theorem 3.13:In a g-compact topological space every infinite subset has a g-limit point. 

Proof: Proof follows from above theorem since every g-compact space is g-

countablycompact. 

Theorem 3.14:A g-closed subset of g-countably compact space is g-countably compact. 

Proof:similar to the proof of thm 3.4  

Definition 3.15:A sequence{xn}in X is said to g-converge to a point x in X if for every g-

open set U containing x, there exists a number N such that xnU  nN and we write  

xx b

n  . 

Definition 3.16:A subset A of a topological space (X,) is said to be sequentially g-compact, 

if every sequence in A contains a subsequence which  g-converges to some point in A. 

Example 3.17:Any finite topological space is sequentially g-compact. 

Theorem 3.18:  finite subset A of a topological space (X ,) is sequentially g-compact. 

Proof: Let {xn} be an arbitrary sequence in X. Since A is finite, atleast one element of the 

sequence say xo must be repeated infinite number of times.So the constant subsequence  
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xo, xo……must g-converges to xo. 

Example 3.19:An infinite indiscrete topological space is not sequentially g-compact. Since 

all subsets are g-open. 

Remark 3.20:Sequentially g-compactness implies sequentially compactness. Since open sets 

are g-open. But the inverse implication is not true as seen in the following example. 

Example 3.21:Let (X,) be infinite indiscrete space. Let {xn} be an infinite sequence and 

xX be arbitrary.  The only open set containing x is X. Therefore  xx b

n  .Hence any 

infinite indiscrete space is sequentially compact but not sequentially g-compact. 

Theorem 3.22:Every sequentially g-compact space is g-countably compact. 

Proof:Let (X,) be sequentially g-compact. Suppose X is not g-countably compact. Then 

there exists countable g-open cover {Un}n z+,  which has no finite subcover.Then X = 
n

zn
U


  

choose x1 U1, x2 U2 – U1x3 U3 - i
i

U
2,1

 …..,xn i

n

i
U

1

1




 .This is possible since {Un} has no 

finite sub cover. Now {xn} is a sequence in X. Let x X be arbitrary. Then x Uk for 

some k.  By our choice of {xn}, xiUk i > k. Hence there is no subsequence of {xn} 

which cang-converge to x. 

Since x is arbitrary the sequence {xn} has no convergent subsequence, which is a 

contradiction .  X is g-countably compact. 

Theorem 3.24: Let f : (X,)  (Y,) be a bijection, then 1)f is g-resolute,  and Y is 

sequentially g-compact  X is sequentially g-compact.2)f is  g-irresulote and X is 

sequentially g-compact  Y sequentially g-compact.3)f is g-irresolute and X is sequentially 

g-compact  Y is sequentially g-compact.4)f is continuous and X  is sequentially g-compact 

 Y is sequentially compact.5)f is strongly g-continuous and X is sequentially g-compact  

Y is sequentially g-compact. 

Proof:Let {xn} be a sequence in X. Then  )}({ nxf is a sequence in Y. It has a g-convergent 

subsequence )}({
knxf such that o

b

n yxf
k

)( in Y. Then  there exists xo X such that 

00 )( yxf   .Let U be a g-open set containing xo, then )(Uf  is a g-open set containing yo. 

Then there exists N such that )()( Ufxf
kn   for all k  N.

1 1

0 0
( ) ( )

knf x f Uf f
 

 

knx U for all k  N. This proves that X is sequentially g-compact. 

Proof is similar for other results. 
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Note 3.25:The above result is true when sequentially g-compact is replaced by g-compact 

and countably g-compact. 

Definition 3.26 :Let (X, τ)  be a topological space X=AB is said to be a  g-separation of X , 

if  A and B arenon-empty disjoint and  g-open sets .If there is no g-separation of X  then X is 

said to be g-connected. Otherwise it is said to be g-disconnected 

Note3.27:If  X=AB is a g-separation then A
c

=B and B
c
 =A and hence A and B are g-

closed.    

Remark3.28:(X, τ) is g-connected if and only if  the only subsets which are both  g-open and 

g-closed are X and Ф. 

Proof :Let (X,τ)  be g-connected.Suppose  there exists a subset A which is both g-open and 

g-closed then X=AA
C  

is a g-separation  which is a contradiction.Conversely let the only 

subset which is both g-open and g-closed be X and Ф.Suppose X=AA
c
 is a separation of X 

then A is both g-open andg-closed. A = X or Ф  which is a  contradiction. 

Example 3.29: 1)An Infinite set with co-finite topology is g-connected since it is impossible 

to find two disjoint g-open set.2.)Any indiscrete topological space (X,τ)  with more than one  

point is not g-connected .since every subset is g-open. 

Theorem 3.30:Every g-connected space is connected but not conversely. 

Proof:Obvious, since every closed set is g-closed. 

Example3.31:Any indiscrete topological space (X,τ) is connected but notg-connected. 

Defnition 3.32:Let Y be a subset of X .Then Y=A Bis said to be g-separation of Y if A and 

B are non-empty disjoint g-open set in X. If there is no separation of Y then Y is said to be   

g-connected subset of X. 

Theorem 3.33:Let  (X,τ)  be a finitely g-multiplicative  topological space and X=AB be a 

g-separation of X .If Y is a g-open,  g-connected subset of X,thenYis completely contained in 

either A or B. 

Proof :Let   X = AB is a g- separation of X. Suppose Y  intersects both A and B then A∩Y 

and B∩Y are g-open in X.Y = (A∩Y)  (B∩Y) is a g-separation of Y which is a 

contradiction. 

Theorem 3.34: Theorem 3.24 is true when when sequentially g-compact is replaced by  

g-connected 

Theorem 3.35 :A topological space (X,τ) is g-disconnected if and only if  there exists a g-

continuous map of X onto discrete two point space Y={0,1}. 

Proof :Let  (X,τ) be  g –disconnected and Y={0,1} is a space with discrete topology. 
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Let   X = AB  be a g- separation of X.Define f  : X→ Y such that f(A)=0 and f(B)=1.  

Obviously  f is onto, g- continuous map.Conversely, let  f:  X→ Y be g- continuous, onto 

map, then X = f
-1

(0)  f
-1

(1) is a  g- separation of X. 

Theorem 3.36:Let Aα be an arbitrary family  of g- open , g-connected subsets of X with the 

common point  p , then Aα isg-connected. 

Proof:Let A = B C be a g-separation of A.  pA p  B or  p  C,Assume that 

pB,B and C are disjoint non empty g-open sets in X.p A p  A.Since A is g-

open and g-connected, A B or C by previous theorem.Since p B,A is completely  

contained in B for all .  C is empty which is contradiction. 

 Corollary 3.37:Let {An} be a sequence of g-open g-connected subsets of X such that   An 

An+1, n. Then An is b-connected.                                                                                                 

Proof :This can be proved by induction on n. Using above theorem, the result is true for n = 

2. Assume that the result to be true when n = k.  Now to prove the result when n = k + 1. By 

the hypothesis i

k

i
A

1
  is g-connected, g-open .Now   


1

1
)( ki

k

i
AA .   By  theorem (3.2.8), 

i

k

i
A

1

1




  is g-connected.By  the induction hypothesis the result is true for all n. 

Corollary 3.38:Let {A}A be an arbitrary collection of g-open g-connected subsets of X. 

Let A be a g-open g-connected subset of X. If AA for all  thenA  (A) is g-

connected. 

Proof:Suppose that A  (A) = B  C be a g-separation of the subset  A (A).Since A 

 BC.By theorem (3.2.8), A  B (or) A  C.  Without loss of generality assume that A  

B. Let  A be arbitrary, Then A B C.By theorem (3.2.8), A B or A  C. But 

AAA B. Since  is arbitrary, AB .  A  (A)  B which implies C =   

which is a contradiction.   A  (A) is b-connected. 

Definition 3.39 :A space (X,τ) is said to be totally g-disconnected if any subset  with more 

than one point  is g-connected. 

Example 3.40 :Let(X,τ) be an indiscrete topological space with more than one point. Here all  

subsets are g-open.If  A = { x1, x2,}  then  A = {x1} U {x2} is a g- separation of A.  any 

subset with more than one point is g-disconnected.Hence  (X,τ) is totally g- disconnected. 

Remark 3.41:Totally g-disconnectedness  g-disconnectedness 
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Example3.42:An infinite set with finite complement topology is not totally g- disconnected, 

because it is impossible to find disjoint g-open sets. 

Definition 3.43:A point  xXis said to be g-boundary  of A gbd(A)  if every  g-open  set 

containing x intersects both  A and X-A. 

Theorem 3.44 :Let  (X,τ) be a topological space and let A be a subset of X.If  Cisg-open , 

g-connected subset of  X that intersects both  A and X-A then  C intersects gbd(A). 

Proof :It is given that  C∩A   and C∩A
C

 .Now C =(  C∩A  )U (  C∩A
C
   ) is non-

empty disjoint union. Suppose both are g-open then it is a contradiction to the fact that C isg-

connected.Hence either ( C∩A ) or (C∩A
C
 ) is not g-open.Suppose that C∩A is not g-open. 

Then there exists  x  C∩A which is not a g-interior point of C∩A.Let  U be a g-open set 

containing x,then  U∩C is a g-open set containing x and hence  (U∩C )∩ (C∩A )
c

 .    

U intersects both  A  and A
C
x  g bd(A).Hence C∩gbd(A)  . 

Theorem (Generalization of Intermediate value theorem ) 3.45 :Let  f :X →R be a g-

continuous map where X is a g- connected space and R is with usual topology. If x,y are two 

points of X  and b= f(y) then every real number r between ‘a’ and ‘b’ is attained at a point in 

X. 

Proof :Assume the hypothesis of the theorem,suppose there is no point c X  such that f(c)= 

r. Then  A= (-∞, r ) and B= ( r ,∞ )  are disjoint open sets in R Then f
-1

(A)  andf
-1

(B) are g-

open  and X= f
-1

(A) f
-1

 (B) which is a g- separation of X.  This is a contradiction  to the fact 

that X is g- connected .Thereexists  cX such that f(c) = r. Hence proved. 

Theorem 3.46 :Let  f :X →R be a continuous map where X is a g- connected space and R is 

with usual topology. If  x, y are two points of X  and b= f(y) then every real number r 

between ‘a’ and ‘b’ is attained at a point in X. 

Proof :Similar  to proof of the theorem 3.2.20 ,since every open set is g-open . 

Theorem 3.47 :Let  f :X →R be g-irresolute where X is a g- connected space and R is with 

usual topology. If  x, y are two points of X  and b= f(y) then every real number r between ‘a’ 

and ‘b’ is attained at a point in X. 

Proof :Similar  to proof of the theorem 3.2.20  .  

Theorem 3.48 :Let  f :X →R be strongly g- continuous map and  X is a  connected space and 

R is with usual topology. If  x, y are two points of X  and b= f(y) then every real number r 

between ‘a’ and ‘b’ is attained at a point in X. 

Proof :Similar  to proof of the theorem 3.2.20  .  

4.g-T1Space   
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Definition 4.1:A topological space( X,  ) is said to be  g-T1 space if for any two distinct 

points x,yX  there exists g-open sets U and V  such that xU \V, y  V\U. 

Note4.2:Every T1space is g-T1 space since open sets are g-open. 

Theorem 4.3:Every singleton set in a  g-multiplicative,g- T1space X  is g-closed. 

Proof:Let x0X be arbitrary point. Let x be a point different from x0. By  the definition of g-

T1 space there exists g-neighbourhood U and V of x0 and x respectively  such that x0 U\V 

and  x  V\U.Then V is g-neighbourhood of x and V does not contain{ x0}.x

gcl{x0}gcl{ x0} = { x0}{ x0} is g-closed. So every singleton set in X is g-closed. 

Corollary 4.4:In a g-multiplicative, g-T1 space (X ,) , any finite set is g-closed. 

Proof: The result follows since, finite union g-closed sets is g-closed. 

Theorem4.5:Any g-additive,g-multiplicative, g-T1 space is  g-discrete. 

Proof :Let (X, ) be g-additive space then union of g-closed sets is g-closed.By Thm 4.2 

every singleton set is g-closed. Hence every subset is g-closed and so every subset is g-

open. (X, ) is g-discrete. 

Theorem 4.6:Any finite,g-multiplicative, g-T1 space is  g-discrete. 

Proof : It follows from previous theorem since any finite space is g-additive. 

5. g-T2 space: 

Definition5.1:A topological space X is called g-T2 space if for each pair x1, x2 of distinct 

points in X there existsg-neighbourhoodsU1 and U2of x1, x2respectively such that 12= . 

Remark 5.2:1)Every g- T2 space is g-T1 space.2) Every T2 space is g-T2 space 

Example 5.3: Let X be an infinite space with finite complement topology.In this space GC(X) 

= {, X, finite sub sets}Let x  y be two points in X..If there exists disjoint g-neighbourhoods 

U and V of x and y respectively. Then U
c
 and V

c
 are g-closed and X =U

c ∪ V
c
 .But U

c
andV

c
 

are finite and  hence X is finite which is not true.So  X is not g- T 2 space. 

Theorem 5.4:Let (X, ) and (Y, ) be topological spaces, f and g  are continuous 

functionsfromXtoY.If Y  is T2-space then A={x/f(x) = g(x)} is g-closed in X. 

Proof:Let x0X-A.Then f(x0) g(x0) Y.Y is T2 space there exists disjoint open sets U and 

V in Ysuch that f(x0) U  and g(x0) V.Then  f
-1 

(U) and g
-1

(V) are open and hence  g-open 

in X containing x0.Then N = f
-1 

(U)∩ g
-1

(V) is a g-open set containing x0 and N  X – A. 

X – A is g-open and hence A is g-closed. 

Remark 5.5:In the above theorem, i) If f, g are g-irresolute and Y is g-T2 space then A is g-

closed. ii) If f, g-strongly g-continuous, Y is a g-T2  space then A is closed in X. 
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Proof:Similar to the above proof. 

Theorem5.6:Every g-discrete space is g -T2and  hence g-T1. 

Proof: Let x  y X .Then U = {x}, V={y} are disjoint g-open sets containing x and y. 

 Definition 5.7:In a topological space (X,τ) a point  x X is said to be a g-isolated   point of A 

  if there exists g-open set containing ‘x’ which contains no points of A other than  ‘x’. 

Theorem5.8 :Let X be a non-empty g-multiplicative  ,g-compact ,g-T2 space .If X has no g-  

isolated point then ‘X’ is uncountable. 

Proof :Let  x1 X .Choose a point y of X different from x.This is possible since{ x1} is not a 

g-isolated point.Since X is g- T2space ,there exists g-open sets U1 and V1 such that   U1∩ 

V1=Ф and xU1  and  y  V1.  V1   is g- open and x1  g-closure ( V1 )Let f : Z+ → X be a 

function and xn= f (n).By repeating the same process with V1   in the place of X and  x1   in the 

place of y  we get a point   x2 # x1  and  g- open set  V2   such that  V2     is g –open  and  x2

gcl( V2 ).In general ,givenVn-1  which is g-open and non- empty, choose   Vn to be a non-empty  

g-open set such that Vn  Vn-1 and xngcl( Vn),which is g-closed. (since X is g-multiplicative)  

Hence we get a nested sequence of g-closed set such thatgcl(Vn) gcl( Vn+1 ) …………   

Since X is g-compact,  ∩gcl(Vn) Ф.Therefore ,there exists  x
n

g-cl(Vn).But x  xn for 

every n, sincexn  g-closure (Vn) and x g-closure (Vn).Then  xX has no pre –image .f is 

not onto and hence x is uncountable. 

Definition 5.9:If f: XX is a function then defineFix f = {x X/ f(x) = x}. 

Theorem 5.10:Let (X,) be a g-T2 space and f: XX be a g-irresolute function. Then Fix (f) 

is g-closed. 

Proof:Let A = Fix(f)= {x X / f(x) = x}.Let xo X-A.Then f(xo)  xo X.There exists  

disjoint g-open sets U and V  xo U, f(xo)  V, U and f
-1

(V) are g-open in X. N = U ∩ f
-1

 

(V) is g open.xo N and N  X – A X-A   is g – open and hence A is g-closed. 

Theorem 5.11:Let (X, ) be a  T2-space and F :XX be g continuous then fix F is g-closed. 

Proof:Proof is similar. 

Definition 5.12:We say a sequence {xn} in X is g-convergent to in X (ie, xx
g

n  ) if for 

every g-open set U containing x  there exists such that xn U  n n0. 

Theorem 5.13:If (X, ) is a g-T2 space then a sequence of points in Xg-converges to atmost 

one point in X. 
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Proof: Let xn x and y where x  y.There exists disjoint g-open sets U and V such that  x 

U, y  V.Since xx
g

n  there existsn0such that xn Un n0.Then V can contain only 

finite many points on the sequence. xy
g

n  which is a contradicition.Hence the proof. 

6. g-regular and g-normal spaces: 

 Definition 6.1:Suppose  that one point sets are g-closed in X then (X,) is said to be g-

regular if for each pair consisting of a point x and g-closed set B disjoint from x, there exists 

disjoint g-open sets containing x and B respectively. 

Definition 6.2:Suppose that one point sets are g-closed in X then (X, ) is said to be g-normal 

if for each pair A, B of disjoint g-closed sets of X,there exists disjoint g-open sets containing 

A and B respectively. 

Example 6.3: 1. Any indiscrete topological space (X,) is both g-normal and g-regular since 

in this space all subsets are g-open and g-closed.2.Any infinite co-finite topological space 

(X,) is not g-T2,not g-regular and notg-normal since in this space a set is g-open iff its 

complement is finite. Hence it is impossible to find disjoint g-open sets but in this space 

every singleton set is g-closed. 

Theorem 6.4:1)Every g-regular space is g-T2.2)Every g-normal space is g-regular. 

Proof: (i) and (ii) follows from definition since {x} is g-closed  x X. 

Theorem 6.5:Let (X,) be a topological space and let one point sets in X be g-closed. Then 

1)X is g-regular  given a point x of X and a g-neighbourhood U of x there exists a g-

neighbourhood V of x such that gcl(V)  U. The converse is true it (X,) is g-multiplicative. 

2)X is g-normal  given a g-closed set A and a g-open set U containing A there is a g-open 

set V containing A such that gcl(V)  U. The converse is true if (X,) is g-multiplicative. 

Proof for (i) Necessity:Let X be g-regular .let x X and U be a g-neighbourhood of x. Then 

B = X-U is g-closed. There exists disjoint g-open sets V and W such that x  V and B  W. 

 V is a g-neighbourhood of x.Let y  X-U = B. Then W is g-open set containing y and 

VW = .y g cl(V).Hence gcl(V)  U.x V  g cl(V)  U. 

Sufficiency:Let x X and B be g-closed set not containing x. Then U = X – B is g-open set 

containing x.But the hypothesis there exists a g-neighbourhood V of x such that x V  g 

cl(v)  X - B.On the other hand gcl(V) is g-closed ( X is g-multiplicative) and hence  

X - gcl(V) = H is g-open set containing B and V is a g-open set containing x such that 

 VH = .By the hypothesis every singleton set {x} is g-closed.  (X, ) is g-regular. 
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Proof for (2): Proof is similar to the proof of (4.3.4) by replacing the point x by A. 

 

Theorem 6.6:Every g-compact, g-T2, g multiplicative space is g-normal. 

Proof: Let X be a g-compact, g-T2 space. Let A and B be two disjoint g-closed sets in X. 

Then B is g-compact. For every x B, there exists disjoint g-open sets Ux, Vxsuch that x 

Ux,A Vx\ {Ux/ x  B} is g-open cover for B.Since B is g-compact it has a finite sub cover 

such that B 
nxxxx UUUU  ....

321
 = U (say) which is g-open,since X is g-multiplicative. 

Let V = 
1

n

x
i

V

 . Then V is g-open.Then U and V are disjoint g-open sets containing B and A 

respectively. (X, ) is g-T2 implies (X, ) is g-T1.By theorem (4.1.2)  every singleton set is g-

closed.(X, )  is g-normal. 

Theorem6.7 :In a g-regular space every pair of points have g-neighbourhood whose g-

closures are disjoint. 

Proof: Let x and y be two distinct points in X.Then {y} is g-closed.By definition, these exits 

disjoint g-open sets U and V containing x and y respectively.By theorem (4.3.4), there exists 

a g-neighbourhood U
1
 of x such that x U

1
gcl(U

1
)  U.Similarly there exists g-

neighbourhood V
1
 of y such that y V

1
gcl(V

1
)  V.U

1
 and V

1
 are g-neighbourhoods of x 

and y whose g-closure are disjoint. 

Theorem 6.8:Let (X, ) be g-multiplicative g-regular space. If x and y are two distinct points 

in X there exists disjoint g-closed sets W1 and W2 containing x and y respectively. 

Proof: In the proof of the previous theorem. Put W1 = gcl(U
1
) and W2=gcl(V

1
).Then W1 and 

W2 are g-closed sets. (X, ) is g-multiplicative. 

Theorem 6.9: Let (X, ) be a g-normal space then every pair of disjoint g-closed sets have  

g-neighbourhoods whose g-closures are disjoint. 

Proof :It follows from thm 6.5=  

7.g-countability  axioms 

Definition7.1: A collection B of g-open sets is said to be a g-basis for X if for every g-open 

set U and x  U there exists BBsuch that x  B  U. 

Theorem 7.2: In (X, ) every g-open setU is union of g-basic open sets.Converse is true only 

if (X, ) is g-multiplicative. 
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Proof : Let B be a g-basis for X .Then for every x  U there exists Bx B such that   x Bx 

U and so U = 
x

Ux
BU


 Converse is true since in a g-multiplicative space union of  g-open set is 

g-open. 

Definition7.3  A space (X, ) is said to have a g-countable basis at x, if there exists a 

countable  collection Bof g –neighbourhoods of x such that each g –neighbourhood of x 

contains atleast one element of  B. A space which has a g-countable basis at every point  x is 

said to be  g-first  countable. 

Example 7.4:In the indiscrete topological space (X, ) for every point x , B ={x} is a g-basis 

at x consisting  of only one element .(X, ) is g-first  countable. 

Theorem7.5 :Let (X, ) be a  topological space and let A be a subset of X.If there exists a 

sequence {xn} of points of A such that n

g
x x then x g cl(A). The converse holds if X 

is g-first countable . 

Proof  :Let U be a g-open set containing x.Since n

g
x x  there exists N such that xn U 

for all n N.x g cl(A).Conversely, let  x g cl(A) and (X, ) be g-first countable. 

Let {Un} nZ+, be a g-countable basis at x.For every nZ+, let Bn = U1U2 ….Un.Each Bn is 

g-open set containing x.Since x gcl(A), Bn∩ A For each nZ+, choose xnBn A.To 

prove  n

g
x x Let U be a g-open set containing x.Then U contains 

onB for some no U 

Bn n  no.xn U  n  no. and this proves n

g
x x . 

Theorem 7.6: Let f: X Y be g-irresolute function.Then n

g
x x f ) (( )n f

g
x x . 

The converse holds if Xis g-first countable and g-multiplicative. 

Proof: Let V be a g-open set containing f(x).Then isVf )(1

 g-open in X such that x 

)(1 Vf  .Since n

g
x x there exists N such that xn )(1 Vf   n N.f(xn)  V    n Nf

) (( )n f
g

x x To prove the converse,first we prove that for every subset A of X, f(g cl(A)) 

 g cl(f(A)).Ifxgcl(A)thenthereexistsxn A such that n

g
x x  (by the above 

theorem).By hypothesis, f ) (( )n f
g

x x .f(x)  g Cl(f(A)) [by the above theorem].Now 

let V be g-closed in X and let U = f
-1

(V). Now let us prove that g Cl(U) = U.f(U) = f(f
-1

(V)  

V.x g cl(U)f(x)  f(g cl(U) g cl(f(U))  g cl(V)=Vx f
-1

(V)= U.gcl(U)U   

Hence g cl(U) = UU is g-closed since X is g-multiplicative.So f is g-irresolute. 
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Definition 7.7:If a space X has a g-countable basis for its topology then X is said to satisfy, 

g-second axiom of countability (or) said to be g-second countable. 

Theorem 7.8: A g-second countable space is g-first countable. 

Proof :Let (X,) be g-second countable and  Bbe a g-countable basis for the topology . 

Let x X and Bx = {BB/xB}.If U is g-open and xUthenthere exists BB such that                                                                         

xBUand so BBxBx is a countable g-basis at x. (X, ) is g-first countable. 

Example7.9 :Let (X, ) be uncountable indiscrete topological space then all subsets are  

g-open. Hence (X, ) is g-first countable. Suppose that B = {Bn} is a g-countable basis for X. 

For x X. U = {x} is g-open there exists Bnsuchthat xBn {x}. Then Bn = {x}.{{x} / x  

X} B. B cannot be countable. (X, ) is g-first countable but not g-second countable. 

Definition 7.9:A subset A of a space (X, ) is said to be g-dense in X, if g cl(A) = X. 

Example 7.10:Let (X, ) be an infinite co-finite space.Then gcl(A) = X if A is infinite  

= A if A  isfinite.Hence every infinite subset in (X, ) is g-dense in X and finite subsets are 

not g-dense in X. 

Definition 7.11:A topological space (X, ) is said to be g-separable if it has a countable g-

dense subset. 

Example7.12: Any infinite cofinite space (X,) is g-separable since every countably infinite 

subset of X is g-dense in X. 

Example:1)Any countable topological space (X, ) is g-separable since the set X itself is a  

countable   g-dense subset.2)Any uncountable indiscrete space is not g-separable since every 

subset is g-closed. 

8. g-Lindelof : 

Definition 8.1:A topological space (X, ) is said to be g-Lindelof if  every g-open cover has a 

countable sub cover. 

Example8.2 :1)Obviously every countable topological space is g-Lindelof 2)An indiscrete 

space X is g-lindelof only if X is countable, since {{x} /  xX }  

Theorem 8.3: Every g-second countable space is g-Lindelof. 

Proof: Let (X, ) be g-second countable and let B = {Bn} be a countable g-basis for X.Let A 

be a g-open cover for X.Given a point x X, there exists AA such that x  A.Since A is g-

open there exists BnB such that x Bn A. So every Bn is contained in an element of A. For 
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every n Z+ choose an element AnA containing Bn.Let A1
 = {An}, thenA1

 is obviously a 

countable sub covering for X. X is g-Lindelof. 

Theorem 8.4: Every g-second countable space is g-seperable.  

Proof : Let (X, ) be g-second countable and B={Bn} be a countableg-basis for X. From each 

non empty g-basic open set Bn, choose a point xn.Let D = {xn}To prove gcl(D) = X.Let x X 

and U be a g-open set containing x  thenthereexistsBnB   such that Bn U.Then xn U  D 

and this proves gcl(D) = X.X  is g-seperable. 

Remark 8.5: Every g-compact space is g-Lindelof but not conversely as seen from the 

following example.  

Example 8.6: A countably infinite indiscrete space is g-lindelof but not g-compact, since  

{{x} / x  X} is an open cover which has no finite sub cover. 

Theorem 8.7: Let (X, )  be g-multiplicative, g-second countable and g-regular. Then (X, )  

isg-normal. 

Proof:Let (X,)  be g-regular space with a g-countable basis B. Let A and B be disjoint g-

closed sets in X.Every point x  A has g-neighbourhood U not intersecting B.By theorem 

(4.3.5 ) there exists  a g-neighbourhood V of x such that x  V  and gcl(V)  U. Now there 

existsBxB such that x Bx  V .By choosing such a basis element for each  x A, we get a 

countable covering of A by g-open sets whose g-closures do not intersect B. This covering of 

A is countable and denote it by {Un}.Similarly, choose a countable collection {Vn} of g-open 

sets such that g cl(Vn) does not intersect A.Define )(
1

1

i

n

i
nn VgclUU


 and 

)(
1

1

i

n

i
nn UgclVV


 gcl(Vi) is g-closed, since  (X, )  is g-multiplicative and 

1

n

i
  g Cl(Vi) is g-

closed.
1

nU is  g-open, since it is the intersection of two g-open sets. Hence 
1

nU  and 
1

nV  are 

g-open.If x  A then  x Un for some n and x gcl(Vn)
1

nUx  11

1
UUA n

n






(say)Similarly,  
1 1

1
n

n
B V V




    (say) and U

1
 and V

1
 are g-open  since X is -multiplicative.If x 

 U
1
V

1
 then 11

kj VUx  for some j and k. without loss of generality, let j  k, Then from 

the definition of 
1,j jU x U

.
But from the definition of Vk

1
, x Uj which is a contradiction. 

 U
1
V

1
= . Since (X, ) is g-regular every singleton set is g-closed. X is g-normal. 

Theorem8.8: Let (X, ) be metrizable then (X,) is g-normal. 
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Proof : Let (X, ) be metrizable with metric d.Let A, B be two disjoint g-closed sets in X for 

each aA choose a such that B(a, a)  B = .Similarly for each b B, choose b such that 

B(b, b)  A = . Let U = 
2

, aB a
a A

 
 
 




and  V = 
2

, bB b
b B

 
 
 




 

Then U and V are open sets in X and hence g-open. If zUV then 

2 2
, ,a bZ B Ba b
    

    
   

 for some aA, b B.d(a,b)  d(a,z) + d(z,b) <
2

a b 
 

Without loss of generality, let ab, then d (a,b) <b, and a B (b, b)    which is a 

contradiction . U  V = .Since X is metrizable every singleton set is closed and hence g-

closed.  X is g-normal. 

Theorem  8.9: Every g-regular, g-multiplicative and g-Lindelofspace is g-normal. 

Proof: Let (X,) be g-regular, g-multiplicative and g-Lindelof and A, B be two disjoint g-

closed sets in X.Every point x  A has a g-neighbourhoodUx which is disjoint from B. 

Similarly, every point y  B has a g-neighbourhoodVy which is disjoint from A.By theorem 

(4.3.8) there exists g-neighbourhood Ux
1
such that xxx UUgclUx  11 )( .Similarly there 

exists a g-neighbourhood Vy
1
such that yV

1
y
g cl(Vy)

1VyThen A = { / }1{ x AUx  is a g-

open cover for A and B= /1{ }V x Bx  is a g-open cover for B } ( )}1{{ X AUx   is a g-

open cover for X.SinceX is g-Lindelofthere exists a countable sub cover for X. Hence there 

exists a countable collection 1Un n z 
of g-open sets covering A, wheregcl(Un

1
)  B = . 

Similarly , there exists a countable collection  1Vn n z 
of a g-

open sets covering B, where g cl(Vn
1
)  A = .Define Wn

1
 and Wn

11
 as follows.

)( 1

1

111

i

n

i
nn UgclVW


 Since X is g multiplicative,Wn′ and Wn′′ are g-open.Let W′ = Un′       

W′′ = Vn′Then W′ and W′′ are disjoint g-open sets [since X is g-multiplicative ] containing 

A and B respectively. X is g-normal 

9.Generalization of Urysohn’s Lemma and Tietze Extension Theorem  

Urysohn’s Lemma [1]: Let X be a normal space. Let A and B be disjoint closed subsets of 

X. Let [a,b] be a closed interval in R. Then there exists a continuous map ]1,0[: Xf such 

that axf )(  for all Ax and bxf )(  for all .Bx  

)( 1

1

11

i

n

i
nn VgclUW
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Urysohn’sMetrizationTheorem[1]: 

Every regular space X with a countable basis is metrizable. 

Tietze Extension Theorem[1]: let A be a closed subspace of a normal space X.Then 

 1)Any continuous map of A into closed interval [a, b] of R may be extended to a continuous 

map of all of X into [a, b].2)Any continuous map of A into R may be extended to a 

continuous map of all of X into R. 

Note 9.1: Let ),( X be a g-multiplicative space and 0 = {g-open sets}. Then1) 0  is a 

topology in X and ),( 0X  is a topological space.2) }{x is 0 -closed }{x is g-closed in the 

topology . 3) A is 0 -closed( 0 -open) A is g-closed(g-open) in the topology . 4) f is 0 -

continuous real valued function f is g-irresolute real valued function in the topology .  

5) ),( 0X is a normal space   ),( X is  g- normal,6) ),( 0X is regular  ),( X is g-regular and 

 6) ),( 0X has a countable basis ),( X is g-second countable. 

Theorem 9.2:(Generalization of Urysohn’s Lemma):  Let ),( X be finitely g-multiplicative ,g- normal 

space. Then given Xx 0 and a b-closed set A not containing ,0x there exists a g-irresolute  

function ]1,0[: Xf such that .0)(,1)( 0  Afxf  

Proof: Since ),( X is  finitely g-multiplicative, ),( 0X  is a topological space. }{x is 0 -closed

 }{x is g-closed in the topology . A is 0 -closed( 0 -open)  A is g-closed(g-open) in the 

topology . f is 0 -continuous real valued function  f is g-irresolute  real valued function 

in the topology . Hence by the hypothesis given, ),( 0X  is a normal space and A is 0

closed set not containing 0x . Therefore by Urysohn’s lemma[1],  there exists a 0 -continuous 

function ]1,0[: Xf such that .0)(,1)( 0  Afxf  Therefore f  is a g-irresolute  function 

in the topology  satisfying the required condition.                                                                                      

Definition 9.3: A space ),( X is said to be g-completely regular if singleton sets are g-closed 

in X and for each point  Xx 0 and each g-closed set  A   not containing 0x , there exists a g-

irresolute  function ]1,0[: Xf such that 1)( 0 xf and .0)( Af  

Remark 9.4: Every g-normal space is g-completely regular by Generalization of Urysohn’s 

Lemma 

Theorem 9.5: Every g-completely regular space is g-regular. 
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Proof:Let ),( X be g-completely regular. Then { x } is g-closed for all Xx  . Let Xx 0

and A be a g-closed set not containing .0x Then there exists a g-irresolute  function

]1,0[: Xf such that 1)( 0 xf and .0)( Af ]1,21(),21,0[ are open sets in [0,1] and 

hence g-open sets. Therefore )21,0[1 fB and ]1,21(1 fC are disjoint g-open sets 

containing A and }{ 0x respectively. Therefore ),( X is g-regular. 

Example 9.6: Any infinite indiscrete topological space is g- normal, and hence it is  

g-completely regular 

Theorem 9.7: (Generalization of Urysohn’sMetrization theorem): 

Let ),( X be finitely g- multiplicative space which is b-regular and b-second countable. Then 

for every g-open set U and ,Ux  there exists a metric d on X such that .),( UxBx d    

Proof:Since ),( X is a g- multiplicative space , by Remark 4.3 ),( 0X is a regular topological 

space with a countable basis. Therefore by Urysohn’smetrizationtheorem, ),( 0X is 

metrizable. Therefore there exists a metric d which induces the topology 0  on X such that for 

every 0 -open set U and ,Ux  there exists }),(/{),(  yxdXyxBd  such that 

.),( UxBx d   Therefore for every g-open set U and ,Ux  there exists a metric d on X 

such that .),( UxBx d    

Theorem 9.8: (Generalization of Tietze Extension theorem):Let X be g- multiplicative 

space  which is g-normal and A be a g-closed subset of X. Then 1)Any g-irresolute map of A 

into closed interval [a, b] of R may be extended to a g- irresolute of all of X into [a, b]. 2)Any 

g-irresolute map of A into R may be extended to a g- irresolute map of all of X into R. 

Proof: Since ),( X is a  finitely g- multiplicative space , by Remark 4.3 ),( 0X is a normal 

topological space and A is  a 0  closed subset of X. f is 0 -continuous real valued function f is g-

irresolute real valued function in the topology . The proof follows from Tietze Extension theorem. 
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